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Abstract
This abstract introduces EEYORE web service. EEYORE is designed to help researchers exploring their domain’s scientific publications by extracting key technical concepts and relations between them from an arbitrary set of input publications. The proposed system uses linguistic analysis and Machine learning techniques to perform its task.

1. Introduction
There is a renewed interest in developing systems for exploring scientific publications. In this abstract we introduce EEYORE. EEYORE is based on generic linguistic analysis tools and machine learning techniques and extracts key technical terms and relation between them from an arbitrary input set of documents. In the proposed scenario, a researcher uploads a set of publications into the system and provides the system with a few examples of the topic of his/her own interest. EEYORE then analyzes the input set of publications and provides facts about technical terms similar to the ones provided by the user.

2. Methodology
The proposed research is built upon two major technologies: generic human language technology [1] and machine learning techniques [2]. Detailed steps to fulfill the task are as follows:

1. **Text Extraction and Segmentation**: In this process step, scientific publications in digital format such as PDF are converted to linguistically well defined units. In other words, the input PDF files will be converted to sections, paragraphs, sentences and words.

2. **Linguistic Analysis**: The system then linguistically analyzes the input publications. The analysis includes part of speech tagging [3] i.e. the process of marking up the words in a text as corresponding to a particular part of speech, based on both its definition, as well as its context, and dependency parsing [4] i.e. a form of syntactic parsing and denotes grammatical relations between words in a sentence.

3. **Machine Learning based Classifiers**: The generated information in the previous steps of the analysis, in addition to the user provided examples/information then will be used for developing machine learning based classifiers namely a classifier for concept identification and a classifier for relation discovery.

4. **Applying Classifiers to the provided set of publications**: In this step, the system will employ the classifiers to extract new concepts and relations from the user provided publications. In addition, the system may use user feedback to refine its model and to adapt itself to user information needs.
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